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Clevis is a tool that enables you to create a set of browser windows. You can save these windows as a reusable program, execute them or just transfer them. Clevis separates browser windows to make them easily accessible. For example you can add windows to your clipboard, create them in the same screen or combine them using Windows merge.
Clevis is a tool that enables you to create a set of browser windows. You can save these windows as a reusable program, execute them or just transfer them. Clevis separates browser windows to make them easily accessible. For example you can add windows to your clipboard, create them in the same screen or combine them using Windows merge.
Limitations: Limited memory: Clevis is a Small utility and its memory size is limited. Limited code compatibility: Clevis is not compatible with some versions of MSWindows, some browsers, some environments, some web-pages and web-browsers. The WebQuery WebQuery is a web browser plug-in. It has many innovative features for complete
browsing. The Filter: ￭ You can filter out certain sections of the web page such as selected text, headers, footers, etc. The Snippets: ￭ Every visited web page saves in the snippets database. ￭ You can download the snippets easily in the address bar. ￭ You can edit the snippets directly in the browser. Limitations: The web page has to be saved and must
be available on your system. Works on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 and 10. The Merge Window: WebQuery works in a way that you can quickly access the past with the Merge Window. This allows you to temporarily store the web page in a merge window. There are many functions in the Merge Window such as: Open page from a folder Open a web
page you already visited Copy a web page to the clipboard Open a website you already visited Save your opened web pages as a reusable application Save all web pages you have visited as a reusable application Open a web page without clicking it. Open a web page from the current folder. Open a web page from the current folder and another web page
from the current folder. Move web page to the clipboard. Merge current web page and opened web page. Choose a web page to merge. If a
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CoolBrowser Torrent Download is a browser that shows you only the things you really like from the web. With CoolBrowser you can easily store the snippets you really want in a snippets database. In order to use the features mentioned above you need to have Internet Explorer installed. This can be downloaded from the internet or it can be included in
the installer which is included in the CoolBrowser homepage. Another feature of CoolBrowser is the new type of features called "Streams". The streams are unique elements of a web page. All the content of a web page can be divided into two types. The first type is "optional" content like links to other web pages, advertisements, etc. The content of
"optional" sections can be discarded from the result. The second type is the actual content of a web page. This content is non-discardable. CoolBrowser is a new type of browser because it divides the content of a web page into different streams that can be browsed separately. The streams are divided into different lists depending on the type of content.
For example the downloads list has a different structure than the bookmarks list. This means that different elements from a web page can be browsed offline. The CoolDownloads list The CoolDownloads list shows all the information you are interested in while surfing. It is a list of all the downloads you made with CoolBrowser. Each download is listed
with its name, size, timestamp and date of download. You can browse the list using the normal download list in Internet Explorer. The CoolBookmarks list The CoolBookmarks list is a list of your bookmarks. It is stored in your snippets database and can be browsed by the normal way. Each bookmark entry also shows you its URL and text if available.
The CoolTexts list The CoolTexts list is a list of all the body texts you have stored with CoolBrowser. It is stored in your snippets database and can be browsed by the normal way. Each entry in the list shows you the title of the document, the date of the document, the author of the document, the filename of the document and the document text. The
CoolThumbnails list The CoolThumbnails list is a list of all thumbnails you have stored with CoolBrowser. It is stored in your snippets database and can be browsed by the normal way. Each thumbnail entry in the list 09e8f5149f
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CoolBrowser (formerly CoolBookmark) will help you extract important information from a web page. Not all content is extracted, only the information that you are interested in. Most important information like the body text, the title of the web page, the links and the pictures are saved to the Snippets folder of your browser. CoolBrowser makes it easy
to store and retrieve this information later. The indexer scans the web page and stores the words in the page. By clicking on the search icon you will be able to search the words that CoolBrowser has indexed. Also the words that are entered in the search box are automatically indexed when you search your web pages. History In the history part we see an
example of the indexer being used. The word under the search box was inputted by the indexer. However as you can see, the indexer has no content except for the title of the web page which is visible in the web page. This can be very useful if you don't want to spend all your time moving from web page to web page. Prerequisites Installation By simply
copying the CoolBrowser folder to your Firefox directory you will find CoolBrowser fully functioning in your browser. However for the features to work as advertised you will need two things: 1. The CoolBrowser plug-in 2. The Internet Explorer profile for Firefox To get the CoolBrowser plug-in into Firefox simply search the menu for "IcePack" or
"Ice Plug-in". You should find a entry for CoolBrowser. Click on it and install. Download the CoolBrowser.exe file for your version of Windows. (IE6-IE8) In case of problems please visit our CoolBrowser FAQ section. After the installation you should run the CoolBrowser.exe directly after clicking on it. Configuring the plugin If you wish you can use
the CoolBrowser without running the CoolBrowser.exe every time you start up your browser. To do this you will have to create a firefox profile and copy your profile into the folder that contains your CoolBrowser. In case of problems please visit our CoolBrowser FAQ section. If you do not have a firefox profile you can still use CoolBrowser. To do so
you will have to create a new firefox profile. In case of problems please visit our CoolBrowser FAQ section. Crashes If you encounter problems please

What's New In CoolBrowser?

CoolBrowser was developed to help you extract important information from a web page and to store that information in a database for easy retrieval afterwards. Many websites show a lot if irrelevant stuff wrapped around the content that you are really interested in. With CoolBrowser you can get just the information you need. Secondly, the history
function of most browsers is very primitive and a more searchable history was required. CoolBrowser is an Internet Explorer plug-in. It integrates with your browser therefore all the functions are available while surfing. Here are some key features of "CoolBrowser": The Filter ￭ With this innovative tool you can extract or filter out certain sections of a
web page. This means that things like menu's, banners, header etc. can be removed, leaving you with only the pure content of the page. This content can then be saved to the snippets database or filtered in a new browser window. The filter can also extract all images and links from a web page. The Snippets ￭ The snippets function in the same way as a
normal directory structure. The downloaded snippets are available directly in your browser and can therefore be viewed immediately. Snippets can be edited with the build-in HTML editor. A snippet folder can be compiled to a single document in the browser. Most importantly, snippets can be browsed offline. The search function ￭ While CoolBrowser
is active, it stores certain information of every web page visited. This information includes the keywords of a web page. The author of a web page sets up keywords so that search engines can index these words. But you can now search you own keyword database offline. It is also possible to search visited pages on the title or URL. This makes it
extremely easy to find a website that you visited before. The word indexer ￭ The indexer scans every page that you visit and builds up a searchable dictionary of words. The indexer can be enabled when required, or it can be left running. It scans the current page in the background while you are reading it. The indexed words can be searched using the
search function mentioned above. Limitations: ￭ the number of snippets is limited to 15 ￭ the filter does not extract all content CoolBrowser Description: CoolBrowser was developed to help you extract important information from a web page and to store that information in a database for easy retrieval afterwards. Many websites show a lot if irrelevant
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System Requirements For CoolBrowser:

MINIMUM: Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista, or Windows 7 (SP1) 2GB of RAM 1.2 GHz processor 60 GB of free hard disk space RECOMMENDED: 4GB of RAM 1.8 GHz processor 120 GB of free hard disk space FULLY OPTIMIZED: Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista, or
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